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On February 18, Theaster Gates’s first and much-anticipated museum exhibition in France, entitled
Amalgam, will open at Palais de Tokyo in Paris. To coincide and to mark the announcement of
representation, Gagosian will present selected recent works by Gates at 4 rue de Ponthieu, Paris,
from February 12 until March 23.
In a single decade, Gates has incubated compelling new models for legacy building, social
transformation, and making art. Encompassing sculpture, painting, ceramics, video, performance,
and music, his art both derives from and sustains ambitious urban renewal projects—creating hubs
and archives for Black culture, which serve as catalysts for discussions on race, equality, space, and
history. Aspects of Gates’s oeuvre suggest the almost shamanic role of worker and artisan, where the
power of the unseen is harnessed and manifested in the ordinary and everyday. In his abstract compositions made out of new and used roofing materials—tar, rubber, slate—working-class labor, ritual,
and formalism intersect and are imbued with religious potency.
Occupying two floors of the Paris gallery, the works on view highlight some of Gates’s artistic
preoccupations in a panoramic sweep: the Civil Tapestries (2011–) made from lengths of used
firehose; the cast wall works Bronze with Stripe and Bronze (Africa) (both 2016) and tar paintings
Playground with High Horizon and Torchdown (both 2014), which relate to the working history of
Gates’s own family; the ceramic vessels and figurines inspired by African artifacts and made by

Gates in his Chicago kiln; and Neon (Mountain) (
), from a series of neon sculptures based on
W. E. B. DuBois’s modernist data visualizations on the state of Black life in the United States,
exhibited at the
Exposition Universelle in Paris. The imposing and resonant statue Black
Madonna (
), set in the gallery’s streetfront vitrine, was modeled after a keychain tchotchke of a
medieval sedes sapientiae (throne of wisdom), a devotional title for Mary as the vessel for the Christ
Child. Paired with a salvaged hardware sign, the rebus encapsulates one of Gates’s main conceptual
pursuits: to evoke the sacred and spiritual through the objects and materials of the everyday.
In the years since his participation in the
Whitney Biennial, Gates has received widespread
international recognition for powerfully emotive works such as 2 Ballads for Huguenot House at
Documenta (
) and Gone Are the Days of Shelter and Martyr at the Venice Biennale in
, as
well as major exhibitions at Fondazione Prada, Milan; Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria; and
Kunstmuseum Basel, Switzerland. His current academic afﬁliations with the University of Chicago;
the Getty Research Institute, Los Angeles; and Colby College, Waterville, Maine, aid the evolution of
earlier vocational pursuits in public service, urban planning, and religious studies.
Theaster Gates was born in Chicago, where he continues to live and work. Public collections
include Whitney Museum of American Art, New York; Museum of Modern Art, New York;
Museum of Contemporary Art, Chicago; and Marciano Art Foundation, Los Angeles. Solo
exhibitions include An Epitaph for Civil Rights, Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles (
–
); The Listening Room, Seattle Art Museum (
– ); Soul Manufacturing Corporation: To Make the
Thing that Makes the Things, Fabric Workshop and Museum, Philadelphia (
); Processions,
Hirschhorn Museum and Sculpture Garden, Washington, DC (
); True Value, Fondazione Prada,
Milan (
); Black Archive, Kunsthaus Bregenz, Austria (
); How to Build a House Museum, Art
Gallery of Ontario, Toronto (
); The Minor Arts, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC (
);
Black Madonna, Kunstmuseum Basel (
, traveling to Sprengel Museum, Hannover, Germany);
and The Black Image Corporation (Gates’s curatorial project with the photographic archive of the
Johnson Publishing Company), Fondazione Prada Osservatorio, Milan (
– ).
Gates is the recipient of the Graham Foundation Architecture Award (
,
); United States
Artists Fellowship (
); Vera List Center Prize for Art and Politics (
); Artes Mundi Prize
(
); Smithsonian Ingenuity Award for Social Progress (
); Kurt Schwitters Prize (
); and
Nasher Prize (
). In
, together with Sir David Adjaye, Gates curated the (RED) Auction, the
high-proﬁle quinquennial initiative that supports the ﬁght against AIDS.
Gates is currently Distinguished Visiting Artist and Director of Artist Initiatives at the Lunder
Institute for American Art, Colby Museum of Art, Colby College, Waterville, Maine.
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